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Abstract: Chromatology in the field of design status is increasingly prominent, through the training of painting chromatology to improve the students’ design color expression, creativity to meet the needs of modern development, has become the focus of the discussion. In teaching, chromatology should not only stay in a single surface color, but also be combined with the Chinese and Western cultural painting colors. The structure and concept of color in Chinese and Western art should be systematically studied, and specialized subjects should be adopted to continue the study of subjective color training, so as to try to express one’s feelings to the objective world through painting color and create the expression form of traditional painting color in contemporary Chinese and Western art. Combined with the professional training of design ketone, the subjective color and high pressure color aesthetic taste will be gradually formed, and the cultural connotation of design will be enhanced.
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1. View of Chinese and western colors

Through drawing lessons from the Chinese and western color view, seeking rich color language expression way, in a higher artistic level determines the pace of Chinese art, helps us to better grasp the power of modern art innovation and creative source. Chinese and western painting art has similarity.

1.1 Chinese traditional painting colors

Traditional Chinese painting pays attention to "according to the type of color", but its color is not the pursuit of the object color sense of reality, neither environmental color, nor completely inherent color, with the painter’s great subjective creativity, to express a certain feeling. Such as murals, folk New Year pictures, heavy color scroll paintings, commonly used pure, bright colors cause brilliant, bright tone. The color stimulation of Chinese plastic arts is much calmer.In the attitude towards color, the cultural differences between China and the West doomed the wisdom of color. In the beginning, Chinese art paid much attention to colors. For example, vermilion and cyan were commonly used in painting, so they became red and blue. Reflect people’s deep impression and recognition of painting color language. Roughly speaking: the color of Chinese painting before the Tang and Song dynasties is a color, mainly reflected in the fresco, silk painting, lacquer decoration, green landscape painting. For example, green landscape paintings are created to cater to the life situation of the royal family and their relatives. They are resplendent in color and have a strong decorative effect. The paintings of Wang Ximeng, a writer in the Northern Song Dynasty, were still bright and beautiful after a long time. The author organized and allocated colors in the paintings, paying attention to the contrast of the thickness of the colors used. By contrast, the mountain is thick painted green, and the back of the meeting is dyed with powder to increase the sense of thickness. At the same time, light daub is used on the silk to express the water surface, leaving a subtle and elegant temperament.

1.2 Western painting colors

Westerners are extremely good at using and presenting colors. The origin of Western art in ancient Greece has been mistaken for a pure world without coloring for a long time. Because many of the architectural relics and sculptures that remain are in the original colors of the materials. But the archaeology of the 20th century shows people the true colors of ancient Greek art. In the researchers’ restoration of ancient Greek buildings, bright colors can be seen almost everywhere.

Christian art also attaches great importance to the use of color. Mosaic is an important means of art, decoration in the Byzantine...
In the modern plane, the visual expression element of the first sound. The color of the object is required to be liberated from the limited state and have certain emotional factors. The expressive color language of Western Post-Impressionism and Yazen School pursues the flat painting method of color, creates the freedom of form, and dare to use the unreal exaggerated color to express the painting in a symbolic way. Such as Van Gogh, Gauguin Klimt and other masters. The golden color that often appears in Van Gogh’s works is the painter’s typical strong emotional symbol and the most expressive color language factor. Influenced by the Chinese classical philosophical view of “the unity of man and nature”, the traditional Chinese color view has the characteristic of giving color according to emotion. For example, Chinese literati painting, light black and white ink landscape reflects the Chinese literati’s feelings of detachment.

2.4 Through the expressive training of color can achieve the effect of color with emotion.

In modern design, the consistency between external representation and inner spiritual dimension is emphasized. Therefore, in design color training, the extraction of subjective color elements, color collection, induction and reconstruction training are strengthened on the basis of color sketching training, so as to meet the requirements of color modeling ability. The form, means and subject setting of color training should be designed according to the characteristics of professional direction, learning the color emotional expression way of works of Chinese and western art masters such as Van Gogh and Gauguin, and purposeful
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Abstract: Stereotype threat that is an important aspect of diversity management still exists in broader workplace. Many experimental results show that if members of a stereotyped group are brought into an achievement situation where the stereotype can be applied, they often dramatically underperform when they believe their ability in that particular domain is measured. Therefore, eliminating negative stereotypes at work where all employees can perform their true potential, received so much research of different experts. The writers try to suggest some recommendations on how to reduce stereotype threat in working environment so that diversity of human capital really becomes effective competitive weapon.
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1. Introduction

In competitive environment, there is a growing awareness of the importance of the human resources management (HRM). As the changing in demand of the economy takes place very quickly and more often. It raises the requirement for each company to introduce new products or services frequently to retain the customers in traditional market and seek for the potential customers in untapped market to survive and growth strategy. It is clear that diversity in human capital is a huge source of innovations and color tone-changing training, color generalization training, color symbolization training, etc. Students are required to change color without deformation to express their true feelings. The ultimate goal is to enable students to express their own emotions and psychology through the use of subjective color language, and to deeply understand the relationship between color expression and spiritual symbol. The fourth stage of color design course teaching is the stage of professional color design and creation. Students can practice the training of color symbolic meaning through color proposition creation. For example, students can feel the image characteristics of the colors of four seasons and taste colors through the creation of color symbolic assignments of "spring, summer, autumn and winter" and "sour, sweet, bitter, hot". The difference between color comprehension and expression is the key and important link of design[4]. Western modern art masters such as Picasso, Matisse, Mondrian and other people’s color processing techniques are very free, through the feeling of conception and overall arrangement of meaningful color forms. Such as mondrian’s paintings inspired the modern design with the originality, mainly in terms of color hue is used to contrast and area of contrast methods, in the "red, yellow, blue composition" series of color processing, the painting on the subjective color tend to be more prominent, the artist according to the need of the picture convey to adjust color piece size and shape, build the whole picture, to establish the color harmonious order.

3. Conclusion Depending on the source of art under the background of Chinese and western color is limitless reserve, in is becoming more and more communication between Chinese and western culture under the background of modern, rich product set the color view of Chinese and western history of modern education plays a profound enlightenment and reference, color of colleges and universities education should take root in Chinese culture, the traditional color of inheriting and carrying forward national culture view, selective absorbing the essence of western performance color view, penetration and applied to the practice of teaching, to create suitable for modern aesthetic form of design and color, achieve the goal of finally for the service.
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